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1 Introduchon 

Recent investigations of the contribution that intonation makes to overall 
utterance and discourse interpretation promise new sources of information 
for the investigation of long-time concerns in natural-language processing. 
In Hirschberg and Pierrehumbert 1986 we proposed that intonational fea
tures such as phrasing, accmt pUuttTWIt, pilch rangt, and huIe represent 
important sources of information about the attmh0ru3l and the rntmt10rIJAl 
structures of discourse. I In this paper we examine the particular contribu
tion of choice of tune, or int0ru3h0ru3l cantour, to discourse interpretation. In 
particular, we propose that a speaker (5) chooses a particular tune to 
convey a particular relationship between an utterance, currently perceived 
beliefs of a hearer or hearers (H), and anticipated contributions of sub
sequent utterances. We claim that these relationships are compositional
composed from the pitch aumts, phrase QCcmts, and bowndary tones that make 
up tunes. We further propose that the different aspects of tune meaning can 
be associated with different phonological domains. We assume the intorIJA
tional phrase as our primary unit of meaning analysis. 

In the following discussion we put forward a first approximation of a 
compositional theory of tune interpretation. together with the phonologi
cal assumptions on which it is based and the evidence from which we have 
drawn our proposals. We assume Pierrehumbert's Wierrehumbert 198{); 
Beckman and Pierrehurnbert 1986a) theory of intonational description. 
which we describe in sections 2-3. In section 4 we present our general 
approach to intonational meaning. In sections 5 -7 we present the data 
upon which we base this account. In section 8 we explore avenues of 
further development for the theory and discuss implications for the study 
of discourse. 

2 Dimmslcn5 of IntOf1lltianai Variation 

2.1 Prrlimiruzries 
In describing intonation patterns, we distinguish str~, twu, phrasing, and 
PItch rar1Kt. 5t-r~ refers to the rhythmic pattern or relative prominence of 
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syllables in an utterance. Tune is the abstract source of fundamental fre. 
quency patterns-the difference between a typical declarative intonation 
and a question intonation is a tune difference. English has a very rich tune 
system. as the reader can appreciate by producing a monosyllable With 
many different intonation patterns. Phrasing refer.; to how a complex utter. 
ance is divided up Each info~fiOMi phrase provides an opportunity for a 
new choice of tune, and as we will show, some parts of the tune serve to 
mark the phrase boundaries. Phrase boundaries are also indicated by the 
duration pattern and by pausing. Pitch range controls the graph paper on 
which the tunes are realized. One may increase one's pitch range for many 
reasons-for example, to project one's voice or to highlight the information 
in a particular phrase. 

2.1 StTtSS 
The 5tress paUtm of an utterance is the pattern of relative prominence of the 
syllables. Word stress is assigned by lexical-phonological rules. SlTess 
within the phrase is affected by considerations of information structure, For 
example, the follOWing sentence would usually be produced with the main 
phrasal stress (the nuclear stress) on the word vitamins: 

(1) Legumes are a good source of VITAMINS. 

However, the nudear stress would fall on good in a context where sou.rces of 
I]itamins are already under discussion. as in (2): 

(2) A: Legumes are a pretty poor source of vitamins. 
B: No. Legumes are a GOOD source of vitamins. 

Stress manifests itself in the duration. amplitude. and spectral characteristics 
of the speech segments. rn general syllables with greater stress are more 
fully articulated than syllables with less stress. Stress pattern is independent 
of tune, in the sense that a given tune can be applied to materials with 
many diHerent stress patterns and a given stress pattern can be produced 
with many different tunes. For example, (I) can be produced either with a 
falling-rising fundamental frequency (fo) pattern on t1itamins or with a rising 
pattern. These two possibilities are illustrated by the fo contours in figures 
14.1 and 14.2. 

Either pattern can also be applied to the same sentence when the nudear 
stress is shifted to good, as in (2). Figures 14.3 and 14.4 show the two 
outcomes in this case. 

l.J TUN and PhrfL5ing 
rn Pierrehumbert'5 system of intonational description. tunes are described 
as sequences of low (L) and high (H) ~ones, which determines the shape of 
the fo contour. Some of these tones (the ones participating in pitch accents) 
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LEGUMES ARE A GOOD SOURCE OF vITAMINS 
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Figure 140.1 
Falling-rising pattern on lJitllmirU, Reprinted from Piem!humbert 19110. 
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Figure 140.1 
RIsing pattern on t'ltlllllirU. Reprinted from Pierrehumbert 19110. 
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Nuclear stress on good Wlth a falling -rUing pattl!'lTl. Reprinted from Pierrehumbert 1980 
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A rising pattrm Wlth rude. stress 00 zooi Rrprinted from Piftrehumbert 1980. 
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m II ion air e 

\...J 

0.5 1.0 

A H· accent on millionairr. Reprinted from Pierrehwnbert and Steele. in prts.s. 

go with srressed syUables. If the slTess pattern for a given sentence is 
changed. the number and location of pitch accents is changed accordingly. 
Other tones. the phrasal lones, mark the edges of phonological phrases. If 
the way a sentence is divided into phrases is modified. the number and 
location of phrasal tones is changed. 

Pilch accents mark the lexical item with which they are associated as 
prominent. There are six different types of pitch accent in EngUsh (Beckman 
and Pierrehumbert 1986a): two simple tones-high and low-and four 
complex ones. The high tone, the most frequently used accent, comes out 
as a peak on the accented syllable. It is represented as Ha. The '11" 
indicates a high tone, and the " .. ' that the tone is aligned with a stressed 
syllable. La accents occur much lower in the pitch range than Ha and are 
phonetically realized as local Eo minima. The other English accents have 
two tones, of which one is selected to align with the stress. Using the 
diacritic " ... to indicate this alignment. these accenb can be represented as 
La + H. L + He, He + L, and H + La. Accents with two like tones do not 
exist. Figures 14.5 and 14.6 illustrate the contrast between He and L + He. 
The utterance in both cases is Only a millitmQirr, with the word stress for 
milliOMirt on the fint syllable. The vertical line in ~e figw-e indicates the 
release of the [mJ into the vowel Note that both contours have an fo peak 
on the first syllable of milli01lllirr. But there is a pronounced valley before 
the peak in the case of the L + He accent. Figure 14.7 continues the 
comparison by illustrating La + H on the same phrase. Now the low fo 
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Figure 1 •. 6 
A L + HO accent on ,,,,}Iiorvfiu. Reprinted &om Piemh~ and Steele. III press. 
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A L ° + H accent on milli.tnwin. ~ from Pierrehumbm and Stee~. in p~s. 
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300 :..- H' 

H' , V'\ __ L ___ H' 

20' I ~{\ l~"1 
~! round- windowed I sun·illuminated : room 

--_\-

Figure 14.8 
An U\lonahonal phrase with two lIItermediate phrases. Reprinted from Beckman and 
P'ierrehumbert 1986a 

value continues past the 1m I-release. and the peak occurs in the second 
~yllable. 

Beckman and Pierrehumbert 19Ma report that two levels of phrasing in 
English are involved in the specification of rune. These are the intermediate 
phfast and the inionr.tionaJ phrast, A weU-formed intermediate phrase con
sists of one or more pitch accents, plus a simple high or low tone (either H 
or L). which marks the end of the phrase. Continuing somewhat obsolete 
terminology from Pierrehumbert 1980, we will refer to this tone as the 
phrase accent. An important phonetic property of the phrase accent is that it 
controls the fo between the last pitch accent of the intermediate phrase and 
the beginning of the next intermediate phrase-or the end of the utter
ance. This is illustrated in figure 14.8, where the L phrase accent of each of 
the first two intermediate phrases shows its influence over an extended 
region. Vertical lines in the figure mark the phrase boundaries, as deter
mined from phonetic segmentation of the utterance. 

Intonational phrases are composed of one or more intermediate phrases. 
The end of an intonational phrase is marked with an additional H or L tone, 
which we will refer to as the ~ry IIJPIe and indicate with the diacritic 
"'Yo." This tone falls exactly at the phrase boundary. Since the end of every 
intonational phrase is also the end of an intermediate phrase, there are 
altogether four ways that the tune can go after the last pitch accent of an 

intonational phrase: L L "', H L "'. L H"'. and H ""'. 
A phrase' 5 hutl! or melody is defined by its particular sequence of pitch 

accent(s), phrase accent(s). and boundary tone. Thus. an ordinary declara
tive pattern with a final fall is represented as H" L L %. a rune with a H" 
pitch accent, a L phrase accent. and a L % boundary tone. A typical inter
rogative contour is represented as L" H "%. (The contrast between these 
two melodies was illustrated in figute' 14.1-14.4.) 

Intermediate and intonational phrases can be identified by pausing and 
phrase-final syllable lengthening as well as by the extra melodic elements 
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of phrase accent and boundary tone present at the end, Figure 14.9 shows a 
sentence produced in two ways, once wlth an intermediate phrase bound
ary after I and once as a single intermediate phrase. Note that I carries an fo 
fail in (a) and its duration (indicated by the vertical line) is greater than in 
(b). 

2.4 Pitch Rangr 
When 5' s voice is raised. the overall pitch rlVlgr-the distance between the 
highest point in the fo contour and the baseli~ (the lowest point 5 realizes 
over all utterances)-is expanded Thus. the highest points in the contour 
become higher and other aspects are affected proportionally. Figure 14.10 
shows a simple utterance (the word AmIe) produced in seven different 
overall pitch ranges wlth a H- L L % tune. The contours are similar in shape 
but differ in overall scaling. especially in the peak fo value. 

In addition to variations in overall pitch range, the intonation system 
exploits a local time-dependent type of pitch range variation called fi,u;i/ 
lcwering. In the experiments reported in Uberman and Pierrehumbert 1984 
it was found that the pitch range in dedaratives is lowered and compressed 
in antidpation of the end of the utteranQ!. Final lowering begins about 
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300...---'1"'r"-----, 

250 

fi~U.l0 
Annt produced with !!eVen different pitch ranges. Reprinted from Ubetman and Pierrehumbm 
1964. 

Ii! ! 

o 0.5 1 15 

NICE TALKING TO 'l'OU 

figure 14.11 
A phrase synthesized with Anal lowering. Reprinted from I-finchberg and Pierrehumbm 
1986. 

half a second before the end and gradually increases. reaching its greatest 
slTength right at the end of the utterance. 

Both overall pitch range and 6naI lOWering enter into intonaHonal inter
pretation. They are especially important in conveying the hierarchial seg
mentation of the discourse. Many researchers have observed that the pitch 
range is expanded at the beginning of a new topic (Schegloff 1979; Brazil. 
Coulthard. and Johns 1960: Butterworth 1975). In Hinchberg and Pierre
humbert 1986 and Silvennan 1987 it was also observed that final lowering 
reflects the degree of "finaJity" of an utterance; the more IIna.Ilowmng. the 
more the sense that an utterance "completes" a topic. Figures 14.11 and 
14.11 illustrate this point with contours synthesized by the intonaHon 
synthesis program described in Anderson. Pierrehumbert. and Uberman 
1984. The first sounds like the usual pronunciation of the sentence Nice 
lalking to yow. whereas the second creates a sense that 5 has reserva
tions that are unexpressed for the sake of politeness. Recent experiments 
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NICE TALKING TO YOU 

Figve 14.11 
A phrase synthesized wi~hout finallowmng. Rrprinh!d from Hirsc:hberg and Pierrehumbert 
1986. 

(Silvennan 1987) show that pitch range and final .lowering can function 
perceptually to disambiguate texts whose hJerarchical structure is unclear. 

In addition to its role in signaling overall discourse sh"ucture. pitch range 
interacts with the basic meanings of tunes to give their interpretation in 
context. For example. if 5 speaks up. S is likely to sound more assertive. 
Perceived assertiveness may make some denved interpretations of the tune 
seem more plausible than others. 

3 T anal ~liz.atian 

The way that elements of the tune are mapped into fo vaJues is discussed in 
detail in Pierrehumbert 1980 and Ubennan and Pierrehumbert 1984. We 
mention two main efIeds here in order to help the reader interpret the 
examples that foUow. 

Upsttp raises the boundary tone after a H phrase accent. The sequence 
H H% comes out as a hJgh plateau foUowed by an additional rise at the 
very end The sequence H L % comes out as a high plateau without any 
drop at the end. CIJWIvsis, or dotonsttp. lowen and compresses the pitch 
range after any of the two-tone accents. The rule applies iteratively. so that 
a succession of such accents creates a decending staircase in the fo pattern. 
It is important to note that catathesis affects a H phrase accent when one of 
the two tone accents oa:un in nuclear position. The result is a kind of 
"mid" tone. lower than the preceding H tone but still well above the 
bottom of S', range. The effects of catathesi.!l disappear at an intermediate 
phrase boundary; for each new intermediate phrase. a fresh selection of 
overall pitch I'3Oge is made. 

Figures 14.13-14.15 schematiu the fo contours resulting for different 
combinations of pitch accent. phrase accent. and boundary tone. The first 
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Figun 14.15 
Schemahc f" contours. 

H" H" H" LL% 

PHRASE 
BOUNOARY 

two figures provide an inventory of phrase-final configurations. and the 
third illustrates the operation of catathesis in sentences with several pitch 
accents. 

3.1 Transcripncm and Theories of Int01lilnoNll Muming 
The transcription system described here was originally motivated by 
phonetic and phonological considerations. it aimed at being comprehen
sive (by affording an analysis for all naturally occurring patterns) while at 
the same time exhibiting simplicity and symmetry in the abstract repre
sentation and the realization rules proposed. Of course. this is not enough. 
In the segmental domain. linguistic categories are expected to relate both 
to differences in sounds and articulations and to differences in semantic 
interpretation. For example. we say that [pI is different from [bl because 
they are pronounced differently. and because [pit] means something differ
ent than [bit) does. 

Thus. any theory of transcription must be v:iewed as provisional unless it 
is supported by considerations both of sound structure and of interpreta
tion. The transcription theory advances work on interpretation by suggest
ing what cases count as instances of the same category. Theories differ in 
the category structure they suggest. An incorrect theory can make it 
difficult to establish interpretations. by grouping together contours that 
actually hve disparate meanings or by drawing distinctions that have no 
meaning. 

In v:iew of this situation, we would like to call attention to some ways in 
which Pierre humbert' s transcription system differs from others in the way 
contours are cross-dassified.. First. Pierrehumbert proposes that the inven-
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tory of pitch accents is the same in nuclear as in prenuclear position. 
Nuclear configurations differ from prenudear ones because of the phrasal 
tones following the accent. This position contrasts with work in the British 
school (see. for example. Crystal 1969. O'CoMor and Arnold 1961) in 
which the nuclear configuration is not decomposed. and a fundamental 
distinction is drawn between the nuclear and prenudear inventories. If we 
are persuasive in our account of how pitch accents show stable meanings in 
different tonal contexts. then the British school work misses important 
generalizations. 

Second. the primitives in the theory are tone levels rather than tone rises 
or falls. This permits us to describe H- H H% and H- L L % as involving 
the same pitch accent. In other approaches, such as those found in Bolinger 
1958 and Gussenhoven 1983. these contours are entirely different because 
one is rising and the other is falling. A very strict dynamic tone theory 
is unable to differentiate among any of the rising contours (H- H H%. 
H- H L%. L- H H%. L- H L%, L- L H%). 

Third. the theory has two tones rather than the four proposed in Pike 
[945 and Liberman 1975. The reduction to two tones is made possible by 
using a catathesis rule to describe cases in which the fo contour shows a 
descending staircase of values. Transcription systems lacking a catathesis 
ru1e will in general draw excessive distinctions, from the point of view of 
interpretation. 

The particular way the catathesis rule is formulated leads to some im
portant partiaJ similarities. The H- + L H L % pattern (which ends with a 
sustained "mid level tone") is anaJyzed with the same accent as the "step
ping" declarative pattern H- + L H- + L H- + L L L %. We believe a com
mon meaning can be idenHfied across these two cases, as we will argue 
below In other theories. this common meaning is not expected. In particu
lar. in Ladd 1983 catathesis is not triggered by the left-hand context of a 
tone but is rather an independent feature. Using "!" for this feature. Ladd 
would give the transcriptions H- !H and H- !H- !H- L In these transcrip
tions the two nuclear pitch accents are different. In Ladd's theory also. the 
contrast between H- H L ~ and H- + L H L % comes out as H- H versus 
H- !H. That is. he would be led to look for a difference in the interpreta
tion of the phrase accent. where we would be looking for a pitch accent 
difference. 

4 The 11Iterpretahon of T wt.t:S 

Past characterizations of the meanings of particular tunes have variously 
portrayed tune as conveying speaker attitude (O'CoMor and Arnold 1961; 
Liberman 1975), such as politeness. deference. judidousness, surprise, or 
seductiveness; emotion. such as hate or anger; speech acts (Sag and Uberman 
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1975; Liberman and Sag 1974), such as statements, requests, or contradic
tions; propositional attitudes (Ward and Hirschberg 1985)' such as belief. 
ignorance. or uncertainty; presupposition and focus of attention (Jackendoff 
1972: Ladd 1980); as well as less easily characterized meanings such as 
"up-in-the-aimess" and "more to come." However, few of these charac. 
tenzations have been successful for particular tunes, and none seems ap
propriate as a general approach to tune meaning. 

Though speaker attitude may sometimes be inferred from choice of a 
particular tune, the many-to-one mapping between attitudes and tune sug
gests that attitude is better understood as derived from tune meaning 
interpreted in context than as representing that meaning itself. For exam
ple, as Ward and Hirschberg (1985) have shown. speaker uncertainty, 
incredulity, politeness, and irony can all be derived from the use of the 
L· + H L H% contour in different contexts. Similar problems, as weU as 
experiments that have found pitch range and voice quality to be associated 
with perceived speaker emotions (Ladd et aI. 1985), indicate that emotion is 
/WI a useful way or characterizing tune. Neither speech acts nor proposi
tional athtudes-at least ilS standardly understood-appear to provide 
sufficient characterizations for available tunes in English. For example, the 
H· L l % tune used with simple dedaratives is also frequently used with 
wh-questions. It is difficult to see how either a propositional athtude ap
proach or a speech act analysis could produce a meaning for this contour 
that would accommodate both these common uses. In general it seems 
advisable to divorce intonational meaning from speaker beliefs. For exam
ple, the L" + H L H% contour can be used to convey either that S believes 
P (as in (3» or that S doe! not believe P (as in (4»): 

(3) A Who ordered the veaJ7 

B: I'm having beef 
L"+H L H% 

(4) A Here's your roast beef, sir. 

B: I'm having beef 
L"+H L 1ft. 

But I'm a vegetarian. 1l1ere must be some mistake. 

A more fruitful approach has been suggested by Gussenhoven (1983). He 
attempts to characterize the meaning of "nuclear tones" in terms of the 
status of information with respect to a shared ''background.'' which is 
developed by speaker and hearer during the CDUne of a conversation. We 
agree that this sort of information is part of what tunes convey. However, 
we disagree with the substance of Gussenhoven's description. His inter
pretations of particular tunes do not appear correct for American English. 
Also. the transcription system Gussenhoven proposes does not support 
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some of the generalizations we have noted and present below. Empirical 
counterevidence to some of Gussenhoven's claims appears in Ward and 
Hirschberg 1985 and Pierrehurnbert and Steele 1987. Another account that 
treats intonational meaning in terms of the information status of accented 
Items with respect to the discourse appears in Brazil. Coulthard, and Johns 
1980. 

Most analyses of the meaning of intonational contours to date have at 
least implicitly taken a holistic approach to tune meaning. confining the 
domain of interpretation to the phrase or utterance (see. for example. 
Bolinger 1958; O'Connor and Arnold 1961; Ladd 1980). This approach has 
probably been more a practical matter than a theoretical conviction: it is 
difficult to identify the "mearling" of parts of a contour until one has some 
idea of what the "mearling" of the whole might be. However. some of the 
individual tunes that have been successfully studied suggest that tune 
meaning is more usefully viewed as compositional. Tunes that share certain 
tonal features seem intuitively to share some aspects of meaning. For 
example. tunes such as L· + H L H%. H· L H%. and L + H· L H% that 
share a L phrase accent and a H boundary tone share also a sense that the 
current utterance will be completed by a subsequent utterance (Hirschberg 
and Pierrehumbert 1986). And various types of question contour. L· H H% 
and H· H H%. do share common high phrase accents and boundary tones 
while differing in the pitch accents used with them. A noncom positional 
approach fails to capture such generalities. However, the most ambitious 
attempt to prOvide a compositional account of intonational meaning (Pike 
1945) was hindered by an inadequate representational system 

4.1 A Compositional Approach to TutU M~ning 
We propose that speakers use tune to specify a particu1ar relationship 
between the "propositional content" realized in the intonational phrase 
over which the tune is employed and the mutual beliefs of partidpants in 
the current discourse. Although the interpretation of any token of a tune 
type may vary along many other dimensions-voice quality, pitch range. 
as well as nonintonational features-any instance of a given tune will 
convey the same relationship. So. for example. any H- L L% tune will have 
in common with others the conveying of a certain relationship between the 
proposition realized by the phrase and propositions mutually believed in 
the discourse-whether that H· L L % tune is used with a wh-question or a 
syntactic declarative. 

Following Clark and Marshall 1981 and Joshi 1982. we understand the 
mutual beliefs of a discourse to be those beliefs that conversational partid
pants come to believe to be shared among them as a direct result of the 
conversational interaction. In particular. we make use of the notion of one
sided mutuaJ belief-A's beliefs about what is mutually believed by A and 
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B. We will assume that a basic goal of a speaker 5 is to modify what (5 
believes) a hearer H believes to be mul'ualJy believed. For expository pur
poses. we will describe 5'5 use of tune in terms of the intention to add to 
what (S believes) H believes to be mul'uaily believed-or not-or to call 
attention to certain relationships between propositions realized by an 
utterance and other propositions that (5 believes) H believes to be mUl'uaily 
believed. [n this paper we will not specify how these intentions are related 
to the intmtionaistructure of a discourse (Grosz and Sidner 1986). However. 
it seems clear that aspects of the intentional structure as well as the 
attmnonaJ structure of a discourse can be conveyed by choice of tune. For 
example. 5 may seek to inform H of some proposition r by communicating 
that r is to be added to what H believes to be mutually believed between 5 
and H-via the tune 5 chooses. And S may seek to convey the information 
status of some item 'I-say. that 'I is old information that is to be treated as 
particularly salient-by the type of accent S uses in realizing y. Note in 
particular that 5's beliefs are rwt speciAed by choice of tune-the "declara
tive" contour H· L L %, for example, will rwt be translated 5 btliroes I. But 
S's belief in I may be inferred from the combined meanings of pitch accents. 
phrase accents. and boundary tone, as they are used in particular contexts. 

Our idea of the compositionality of tune meaning is based upon a 
hierarchical model of phonological domain. in which the scope of inter
pretation of tones is the node to which they are attached. So. the compo
nents of tune-pitch accents. phrase accents. and boundary tones-are 
each interpreted with respect to their distinct phonological domains.1 Pitch 
accents. phrase accents. and boundary tones each operate on a (progres
sively higher) domain of interpretation. Not onJy is each of these types of 
tone interpreted over a distinct domain. but each contributes a distinct type 
of information to the overall interpretation of a tune. 

Pitch accents convey infonnation about the status of the individual 
discourse referents. modifiers. predicates. and relationships specified by the 
lexical items with which the accents are associated. For example. in (5) each 
H· provides information about predicates and arguments that are each 
denoted by a single lexical item-frain. leaves. and stt!CI-and how S 
intends these to be interpreted with respect to H's beliefs about their 
mutual be.lie&: 

(5) The train leaves ilt seven 
H· H- H- L L% 

Accenting or deaccenting of items in general appears associated with 5' s 
desire to indicate the relative salience of accented items in the discoww. 
The type of accent chosen conveys other sorts of infonnation status. For 
example. accent type can indicate whether accented items or things predi
cated of them are to be induded among items H believ~ mutually believed 
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or whether they should be excluded. whether something predicated of 
these items should be inferable from beliefs H already holds. or whether 
relationships II1 which 5 believes the items participate should be identified 
by H. 

Phrase accents convey information at the level of the intermediate phrase. 
In (5) there is but a single intermediate phrase. WIth a L phrase accent. In 
(6). however. there are two: 

(6) The train leaves at seven or nine twenty -five 
H- W~ H- H H- H- L L% 

Here, th~ H phrase accent after seven has scope over the phrase the train 
leaves at seoen. and the L phrase accent after fioe has scope over or nint 
twenty-five. We propose that S chooses phrase accent type to convey the 
degree of relatedness of one such phrase to preceding and succeeding 
intermediate phrases. Where a phrase like the train leaoes at seven has a H 
phrase accent. for example, it is more likely to be interpreted as a unit with 
a phrase that follows. 

The boundary tones contribute information about the intonational phrase 
as a whole. Whereas the domain of phrase accent and boundary tone is the 
same in (5). they differ in (6), where the L % contributes to the interpreta
tion of the whole phrase the train leaoes at seven or nint twenty-five. And 
whereas both (5) and (6) consist of single intonational phrases, the exchange 
in (7) has two: 

(7) a. The train leaves at seven 
H- H- H- L H% 

b. It'll be on track four 
H- H- L L% 

We believe that boundary tones convey information about relationships 
among intonationai phrases-in particular, about whether the current 
phrase is to be interpreted with particular respect to a succeeding phrase 
or not. This directionality may be further refined. It seems possible. for 
example. that the hierarchical and satisfaction-precedence reltionships that 
Grosz and Sidner (1986) propose as the bases of their intentional structure 
may be Signaled by particular boundary tones. J So. in (7) S can indicate by 
a H boundary tone in (7a) that (7a) is to be interpreted with particular 
respect to a succeeding phrase (7b). In Grosz and Sidner's terms. it seems 
plaUSible to postulate a dominance relationship existing between (7a) and 
(7b)-the satisfaction of the purpose 5 has in uttering (7b) contributes to 
the satisfaction of 5's purpose in uttering (7a) by further elaboration. So. in 
(7) the "forward reference" signaled by the boundary tone might be inter
preted as indicative of a hierarchical relationship. Certainly with a L bound
ary tone in (7a). the relationship is less clearly marked. Consider the more 
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ambiguous exchange in (8): 

(8) a. The train leaves at seven 
H- H- H- l H% 

b. There's a full moon tonight 
H- H- H- L L% 

With a H boundary tone in (8a), H will be much more likely to try to infer 
some relatinship between the state of the moon and the departure time of 
the train than if a L boundary tone is substituted. 

50, we propose that tune meaning is composed of the meanings of three 
types of tone-pitch accents, phrase accents. and boundary tones-which 
have scope over three different domaim of interpretation. Together, these 
intonational featurl!'S can convey how S intends that H interpret an intona
tional phrase with respect to (1) what H already believes to be mutually 
believed and (2) what 5 intends to make mutually believed as a result of 
subsequent utterances. We believe that other characterizations of tune 
interpretation can in many cases be described in terms of the more general 
meanings we propose. For example. the conveyance of speaker attitudes 
Uke uncertainty or poUteness or surprise. the conveyance of perforrnatives 
like contradiction or declaration. and even tum-taking phenomena can be 
explained in terms of S· s conveyance of various types of information status 
and propositional relationships-especially when combined with meanings 
conveyed by other intonational and noruntonationaJ features. 

The major support for our compositional approach to intonational 
meaning comes from an examination of how the different pitch accents 
are interpreted. In the following section we concentrate on examples in 
which the same pitch accent is used throughout the phrase and consider the 
contributions of accent. phrase accent. and boundary tone to the intona
tional meaning. Any success in identifying the meaning of different accents 
across different choices of phrase accent and boundary tone tends to 
support the idea that intonational meanings aR compositional. Similarty. 
SUCCl!'SS in identifying the meaning of phrase accents when pitch accents 
and boundary tones are varied or idmtifying the meaning of boundary 
tones over the same comparisons also supports i1 compositional approach. 
Any success in deriving the varied meanings heretofore associated with 
particular melodies in different contexts tends to support our ideas about 
what the basic meanings of melodies can be like. 

5 Tht btt~ of Pilch Accmts 

All pitch accents render salient the material with which they aR asso
ciated." This is I:n.1e regardless of the type of accent in question. In the 
phonologiod descriptions givm in Ubenrwt 1915 and Pimehurnbert 1980 
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this generalization arises because accents may be associated only with the 
most stressed material in the phrase: in Selkirk 1984 accents are taken to be 
prior. and accented material becomes stressed. Either way, salience goes 
with accent location and not with accent type. Accented material is salient 
oot only phonologically but also from an informational standpoint. And 
Items that are deaccented. by extension, do not undergo this salience 
marking-although they may already be salient or become salient by other 
means. 

For purposes of illustration. we will view the logical form corresponding 
to an,intonational phrase as an open expression in which accented items are 
replaced by variables.' What accentuation means, operationally, in thjs 
schema is that each variable has associated with it some indication of S's 
communication of the variable's infonnation status with respect to what H 
believes to be mutually believed. This variable mayor may not be in
stantiated with a representation of the accented item, depending upon the 
accent type employed. By this method. the utterance of (9) might be 
represented as shown in (10): 

(9) George likes pie 
H" H" L L% 

(10) I likes 'I 

I (H") 

y (H") 

% = George 
y = pie 

The open expression is :r likes y. The instantiation of .r is GeorJt, a pointer 
to an individual. The instantiation of y is pit, a pointer to a class. Both the 
individual and the class in question are marked as salient by the mere fad 
that the lexical Items pointing to them ~ utt~ with an accent. The 
further elaboration of the information status of both GtoTJI and pie is 
indicated by the accent type employed-here, H"-as we discuss below. 
In general, we believe that all accent types can be used to convey informa
tion to H about how the propositional content of the (perhaps partially) 
instantiated expression corresponding to the utterance is to be used to 
modify what H believes to be mutually believed. 

5.1 The n- AcanJ 
The H" accents above and in utterances in general convey that the items 
made salient by the H" are to be treated as "new" in the discourse. MOn? 

generally, intonational phrases whose accents are alJ H- appear to signal to 
H that the open expression is to be instantiated by the accented items and 
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the instantiated proposition realized by the phraSE' is to be added to H's 
mutual belief space. When combined with a L phraSE' accent and a L or a H 
boundary tone, this is the pitch accent of "neutral declarative intonation:' 
That is, it is appropriate when 5's goal is to convey infonnation. This 
contour may also be employed when 5 believes that H is already aware of 
the infonnation, if 5 wishes to convey that it is mutually believed. For 
example: 

( 11) You rurkey 
H· L L% 

You deliberately deleted my files 
H· H· H· L L% 

The H· accent can also combine with a H phrase accent and either a H or a 
L boundary tone. The first yields the so-<:a1led high-rise queshon. This 
pattern (H. H H%) may be used in preference to the standard yes-no 
queshon contour (L· H H%) when the questioned phrase simultaneously 
conveys infonnation. Pierrehumbert (I98O) notes the follOwing examples. 
In the first example, due to Ma~ Libennan. he approaches a receptionist 
with a view to finding out if he is in the right place for his appointment and 
says, 

(ll) My name is Mark libetman 
H· H· H H% 

In this case it seems that the entire phrase is intended to convey 'My name 
is Mark Liberman. and are you expecting me. or, am I in the right placer 
That is, the H· accents convey that infonnation is to be added to H's 
mutua! beliefs, and the H phrase accent and boundary tone "question" the 
relevance of that infonnation. In the second (naturally occuning) example a 
young woman was asked after a movie whether she liked the picture and 
replied 

(13) I thought it was good 
H· H· H H% 

This utterance might be glossed 1 thought it was good. but do you agree 
with mer Again, 5 is providins information while uking for a comment on 
its appropriateness. In either of these cases it seems that a L· H H% 
contour would be infelicitous-and would probably convey that 5 was 
suffering from amnesia! 

On syntactic yes-no questions, the contrast between the use of H· and 
the use of L· is somewhat less striking. However. H· H H'\ seems more 
often used when 5 believes that the answer to iI question is yes-a 
confirmation question. For example. the authors of this paper were hard at 
worle on it, when one wished to confer with the other and uttered, 
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(14) May I interrupt you 
H- H H% 

With this indirect speech act, it was clear that 5 thought it likely that an 
interruption would be permitted. L - H H%, on the other hand, conveys 
more of a sense that 5 is sincerely in doubt about the nature of the 
response. This is consistent with the view that 5 uses H- to try to add 
information to H's mutual belief space. 

The comparison of H- l l % and H- H H% contours provides support 
for viewing intonational meaning in tenns of attempted modifications of 
H's mutual beliefs. In both cases 5 attempts to establish that some particular 
information is shared. So, approaching tune meaning in tenns of H's mutual 
beliefs permits a generalization of the H- meaning across both declarative 
and interrogative contexts. 

The last case of the H- accent is in the plattllU contour, currently being 
investigated by Hirschberg and Ward. This contour, H- H l%, has a peak 
on the accent syllable and then continues at the same high level. It is used 
to elaborate upon some previous statement-as to provide support or 
detail-as in (15): 

(15) Wally: Mostly they just sat around and knocked stuff. You 
know. 
The school 

H- H l% 
Other people 

H- H l% 

Here again instantiated expressions are to be added to H's mutual beliefs. 
although phrase accent and boundary tone indicate that the relationship of 
these expressions to other expressions realized in the discourse will differ 
from H- L L% and H- H H'-. 

The comparison of H- l l % and H- H l % with H- H H% provides 
support for viewing intonational meaning in tenns of attempted modifica
tions of H's mutual beliefs. In all cases 5 attempts to establish that some 
particular information is shared-by supplying that infonnation for H or 
by attempting to elidt it. So, approaching tune meaning in tenns of H's 
mutual beliefs permits a generalization of the H- meaning across both 
declarative and interrogative contexts. 

5.2 The L - Accent 
The L - accent marks items that 5 intends to be salient but not to form part 
of what 5 is predicating in the utterance. Schematically, one might say that 
5 conveys that these items are not to be instantiated in the open expression 
that is to be added to H's mutual beliefs. 
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L· accents commonly appear in canonical yes-no questions-L· H H% 
-as we noted above. In questions like (16), for example. both prunes and 
Jut are marked as salient by their P accents: 

(16) Do prunes have feet 
L· L- H H% 

However. S predicates nothing of these entities. In fact. 5's motivation for 
marking these items as salient is the desire that H make such a predication. 
So, one common interpretation of the exclusion of salient items from the 
predication of an utterance is that 5 is not able to include them in some 
predication. 

The L - H H% contour may also be used. to convey incredulity. In such 
cases the L - accent's "salience-without-predication" may be interpreted as 
Signaling that 5 believes the current instantiation of the open expression to 
be incorrect. An old Russian emigre joke relies on this usage. A staunch old 
Bolshevik is forced to confess public.ly and reads as foUows: 

(17) I was wrong 
L- H L- H H% 
And Stalin was right 

L- H L- H H% 
I should apologize 
L- H L- H H% 

5 may also employ L - accents when the instantiated expression is 
believed already part of H's mutual beliefs. For example, if 5 is asked 
to supply a list of things he wants for his birthday, when his desire 
for a Pavoni espresso machine is already mutuaUy believed. he may 
begin. 

(18) Well I'd like a Pavoni ... 
L- L- L- L H~ 

In this way. 5 conveys that his desire for this gift is already mutually 
believed by H. Such utterances may be made for the sake of completeness 
in listing.. as a reminder, or to reassure H that he still wants a present that 
she has already purchased. 

Of course. 5 may employ L - accents to convey this sense of existing 
mutual belief even when in fact: 5 actually does not believe that this mutual 
belief exists. Such situations arise when 5 instructs. reprimands. or con
tradicts H. conveying that information should already be mutually believed 
even if it is not. For example. in (19) the use of the L- L H% pattern has a 
rather insulting effect. by SlIggesting !:hat H should have had in mind 
something that she dearly did not. 
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(l9} A: Let's order the Chateaubriand for two. 

S: I don't eat beef 
L- L- L H% 

Exchanges like this led Libennan and Sag (l914} to label the P L H'IJ 
melody contradiction contour. However, this description is both too narrow 
and too broad. As Carlson (personal communication} points out. the melody 
cannot be used for just any sort of conrradiction. It is only appropriate 
when S intends to convey that H should already be aware of what 5 is 
sayin.g. It is not appropriate. for instance, in (20): 

(20) A: My chances? The election isn't over till the last ballot has 
been counted, 

B: #- But CBS has just declared you the next president 
L- L- L- L- L- L H% 

In addition. the melody is used in many cases (such as (18)) where 5 is not 
in any sense contradicting H. 

Additional evidence for our account of the meaning of the L - accent 
comes from the common use of trus accent with lexical items that have. for 
independent reasons, been treated as exrrapropositional, such as gr~tings, 
vocatives, and so-called cue phrases. For example, greetings such as (21) are 
commonly produced with L - accents: 

(2I) Good morning 
L- L- L H% 

In such cases it would be a mistake to account for the L - accent as 
associated with the conventionality of the statement. Conventional state
ments that are actuaUy intended to convey infonnation would not be likely 
to have L - accents. Consider the implausibility of continued employment 
for a switchboard operator who answered callers with (22): 

(22) You have reached ATokT Bell laboratories 
L- L- L- L- L H% 

Both preposed and postposed vocatives are frequently produced with L-, 
especially if 5 already has H's attention (see Beckman and Pierrehumbert 
19800 fOT a discussion of the phonological analysis of these cases). Consider 
(23) and (24): 

(23) Anna your lunch is ready 
H H- H· L H% 

(24} Your lunch is ready Anna 
H- H· L L- L H% 
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A H- accent is possible on the preposed vocative if 5 does not already 
have H's attention, as in (15): 

(15) Anna your lunch is ready 
H- L H- H- L H"o 

It is virtually impossible to use H- on the postposed vocative; presumably 
it makes little sense for 5 to try to attract H's attention after making a point 
rather than before. If a H- is used on a postposed vocative, it has the flavor 
of a repair. 

As a final example. work by Hirschberg and Litman (1987) on CUt phrases 
lends support to our account of L - accent as excluding items from the 
predication of an utterance. Cue phrases are expressions such as oQy. but, 
MOW, anyway, by the way, in a"y CJlM. that reminds ~ that function to indi
cate discourse structure explidtiy (Reichman 1985; Cohen 1984). Hirschberg 
and Litman analyzed the intonation of 100 instances of the word rrQU} in a 
corpus of recorded naturally occurring dialogues.' When PlOW was used to 
signal (discoun;e) structural-rather than temporal-information. it often 
received a L - accent. In particular. in cases where PlOW formed part of a 
larger intonational phrase. structural uses were either deaccented or ac
cented with L -. However. when deictic now formed part of a larger phrase, 
it received a H- or complex accent-never L -. So, the communication of 
structural infonnation correlates with the use of L -, whereas the commu
rtication of temporal "content" correlates with the use of nonaccents. Of 
course, deictic /'lOW can have a L - accent in some cases that did not appear 
in the corpus-for example. if it is being questioned 

So. L- accents are used by 5 to exclude the accented item from the 
predication 5 intends to be added to H's mutual beliefs. There may be 
various reasons for and interpretations of this exclusion. including the use 
of L - in yes-no questions (where 5 requests H to make some predication), 
or to convey 5's denial of some part of a previous predication. or to convey 
that the accented item already figures in what H currently believes to be 
mutually believed Finally. L" is often used with items that have been 
independently analyzed as outside the predication of an utterance, such as 
greetings. vocatives. and cue phrases. 

5.3 T1rt l. + H .Accents 
L + H accents are employed by 5 to convey the salience of some 5CJlle 
(defined here foUowing Ward and Hirschberg 1985 as a partial ordering) 
linking the accented item to other items salient in H's mutual beliefs. 

5.3.1 T1rt l. - + H Acant The interpretation of the L - + H pitch accent in 
the context of a L phrase accent and H boundary tone (1-+ H L H") has 
been intensively investigated by Ward and Hirschberg (1985, 1980). In the 
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1985 paper Ward and Hirschberg account for a large class of naturally 
occurring tokens in which this contour expresses uncertainty. They point 
out that, in all of their data, the contour is being used to convey uncer
tainty about a scale evoked in the discourse. For example, in (16) B ex
presses uncertainty about whether being a good badm.inton player provides 
relevant information about degree of clumsiness: 

(26) A: Alan's such a klutz.. 

B: He's a gOO<:!. badminton player 
L-+H L H% 

And in (17) B conveys uncertainty about whether there are "degrees" of 
"taking out the garbage" -or whether it is an all-or-nothing phenomenon: 

(27) A: Did you take out the garoage1 

B: Sort of 
L-+H L H% 

In the 1986 paper Ward and Hirschberg address a second cl~ss of 
L - + H L H% uses, the "increduJous" readings. In (27), for instance, A 
might reply with (28) to convey that the proposed gradedness of garbage 
removal is unacceptable: 

(28) A: Sort of 
L-+H L H% 

Ward and Hirschberg unify the "increduJous" and "uncertain" readings of 
L - + H L H% under the notion of "lack of speaker commihnent" to the 
proposed scale (which they define as a partial ordering) or scalar value. A 
pilot phonetic study suggests that the dift'erence between the two readings 
is conveyed by dift'erences in pitch range and tempo. 

We suspect that the contour interpretation that Ward and Hirschberg 
identify for L - + H L H% is more properly associated with the L - + H 
pitch accent rather than the entire contour. At least the "uncertainty" 
interpretation is still available when a H phrase accent is substituted for a L 
phrase accent, as in (29), in which a pet owner calls a missing and somewhat 
recalcitrant pet: 

(29) Leo 
L-+H H L% 

And in the hypothetical (30). L· + H is paired with a H phrase accent and 
H boundary tone-with the same conveyance of uncertainty: 

(30) A: We don't have any native speakers of German here. So 
let' 5 work on 0Unese. 

B: Jurgen' 5 from Germany 
L-+H H H% 
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We believe that this account of the L· + H pitch accent can be recast in the 
present frameworX. We propose that 5 chooses a L· + H pitch accent to 
convey lack of predication and to evoke a scale. Together these can convey 
the impression of lack of speaker commitment described in Ward and 
Hirschberg 1986. 

5.3.2 The L + Er Accent The meaning of the L + H· pitch accent is closely 
related to that of L· + H. Use of this accent also evokes a salient scale. 
However. S employs the L + H· accent to convey that the accented item
and not some alternative related item-should be mutually believed. The 
evocation of a salient scale plus predication can convey the effect of 
speaker commitment to the instantiation of the open expression with the 
accented itern. 

The most common use of L + H· in the data we have collected is to 
m.arlc. a correction or contrast. In such cases S substitutes a new scalar value 
for one previous.ly proposed by 5 or by H -or for some alternative value 
available in the context. (31) occurred on a trip to Boston in December: 

(31) A: It's awfully wann for January. 

5: It's even wann for December 
L+H· L H% 

In (32) A and S were looking at the label of a Sambuca Romana bottle. 
which shows a man kissing the hand of a woman wearing a rather daring 
evening dress: 

(32) A: I wonder if they're supposed to be married, 

S: No, I don't think they're married.. 
If they were married. he wouldn't be kissing her hand 

L+H· L H% 

A class of c.ases discussed in Jackendoff 1912 is closely related. Jackendoff 
notes that the "background" information in diaJogues like (33) has a dis
tinctive intonation pattern: 

(33) A: What about the beans1 Who ate them1 

S: fred ate the beans 
H· L L+W L trl. 

The meaning assigned to this exchange is also "contrastive" -something 
like 'As for the beans. fred ate them. As for the otJwr food. other people 
may nave eaten it'. Here, S's answer is fdicitously produced in two phrases. 
Fml and ate tlw beans: the second. representing the ~ckground information. 
has a fall-rise pattern on buns. The phonological analysis of the pattern on 
bttms is obscure from Jackendoff's description. but recent unpublished ex-
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periments by Liberman and Pierre hum bert strongly suggest that it is 
L + H" L H%. Again, the" contrastive" interpretation can be accounted for 
in our framework as 5's commitment to a particular instantiation of an open 
expression with an item chosen from a salient scale-here, a set of salient 
foods. 

Example (34)-uttered while B was unpacking a new desk lamp-is less 
obviously interpreted as "contrastive." However, it is easily accommodated 
by our definition of the meaning of L + H". 

(34) A: But how does it {the desk lamp} stand up? 

B: Feel that base. 
It weighs a ton 

L+H" L+H" L H% 

Here, its base "weighing a ton" is one of many possible means by which 
the lamp might stand up. B commits herself to this from the set of such 
means. In another example of L + H" a daughter calls her parents to invite 
them for dinner. Her mother consults with her father in (35): 

(35) Mother: It's Raymond and fanet on the phone. 
They want to know if we can come for dinner 

L+H" L H% 

Here, an invitation to dinner is impbcitly related to a space of possible 
invitations, possible ways to spend the evening. or perhaps simply possible 
queries. The mother's use of L + H" conveys a strong sense of commitment 
to this accented item-which was interpreted by the daughter as indicat
ing to her father that he should accept the invitation. 

5.4 The H+ L Accenfs 
The H + l accents, like the l + H accents, are used by S to evoke a 
particular relationship between the accented items and H's mutual be~efs. 
L + H accents evoke a salient scale for the accented item. We propose that 
5 uses H + L accents to indicate that support for the open expression's 
instantiation with the accented items should be inferable by H, from H's 
representation of the mutual beliefs. The inference can be direct or indirect, 
and it can be (and indeed usually is) pragmatic rather than logicaJ in 
character. When using a H" + L accent. 5 appears to be making a predica
tion in the same sense as when using H". H" + l thus differs from H" in 
conveying that H should locate an inference path supporting the predIca
tion. Items accented with H" might in principle be supported in the same 
way, but the support is not explicitly evoked by the tune. 

We have collected only a few examples of the H + L" accent, and 50 we 
are less confident of its interpretation. In the examples we have,S seems to 
employ it to convey that the desired instantiation of an open expression is 
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itself among H's mutual beliefs. We conjecture that the basic meaning is the 
same as that for H· + L, except that H + L· d~ not make a predication. 
One reason for evoking support for an instantiation without making a 
predicahon would be (the claim) that the predication is already mutually 
believed. If this is corred. we shoul.d expect to find other contexts of use 
for this accent. 

5.4.1 The H· + L Accent In some uses of H- + L, the inference path 5 
wishes to evoke is so short that the accented items may alternatively be 
deaccented. In (36a) (due to Gregory Ward) 5 conveys both that the 
instantiation of 'I'm looking for someone with i is particuJar\y salient and 
that H should infer it from H's mutual beUefs. Perhaps. here. the relevant 
beUefs indude the fads that 5 has mentioned H's credentials and an inter
view is in progress. 

(36) I know you have great credentials 
H- H- H- L H,. 

a. I'm looking for someone with just such credentials 
H- H-+L H-+L H-+L L L,. 

b. I'm looking for someone with just such credentials 
H- L L% 

In (36b), however, 5 does not impart additional salience to H's credentials 
-which have already been made salient by 5's H- accent in the previous 
utterance. Nor does 5 convey that H should look for an inference path 
between Tm looking for someone with i and other of H's mutual beliefs. 

However. the inference path may not always be 50 simple. In some cases 
H· + L accents can even be used discourse-initially. In the follOwing (natu
rally occurring) exchange. C was a linguist whom coUeagues A and 8 found 
partio.darly troublesome. A walked into 8's office, where B was reading a 
circuJar advertising a linguistics position in T a.smania.. B looked up and said. 

(37) Let's nominate C for the Tasmanian job 
H-+L H-+L H·+L H-+L H-+L L L,. 

Here. B invites A to consider not only the proposed nomination but also 
the path-C is OOnOxi0U5. obnoxious people shou.Id be got rid of, T a.smania 
is far away-by which it can be inferred. 

The H-+ L accent often has a pedagogical flavor. This is not surprising. 
since teaching involves pointing the student to inference rebtionships 
between old and new information. In assigning appropriate intonation to 
!:he synthesized speech for a computer...uded instruction system that teaches 
beginners now to I15e a saeen editor (TNT), we found numerous cases 
where this accent was useful. In one case TNT introduces a "hint" key, 
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which provides learners ~ith suggestions. Subsequent instructions to prac
tice using this key were teUcitously accented with H· + L: 

(38) Hint gives you hints if you need help. 
Hit the hint key 

H·+L H·+L L L% 

However, if the student were instructed to hit this key, say, without prior 
introduction to its function, H· + L accents would sound distinctly odd. A 
plain H· accent would be more appropriate. 

The H· + L .accent can also be used when reading instructions. For 
example, consider the series of H· + L accents in (39): 

(39) Let's see 
H·+L H·+L L L% 

Put tab A into slot A 
H·+L H·+L H·+L H·+L H·+L L L% 

Turn the model over 
H·+L H·+L H·+L L L% 

Put tab B into slot B 
H·+L H·+L H·+L H·+L H·+L L L% 

Here,S is emphasizing the connections between each instruction and what 
S has already read or done. 

Sometimes 5 uses H· + L accents when the inference path to be made 
salient is quite obscure to H-or even when 5 has no real belief that H wilJ 
be able to discover it. In such cases H· + L sounds pretentious and annoy
ing, as H is told it should be possible to infer something there is no obvious 
means of inferring. 

In the examples given so far, a series of H· + L accents has been fol
lowed by a L phrase accent. When foUowed by a H phrase accent, the same 
pitch accent gives rise to a very distinctive pattern in which the voice trails 
out at a middle level, as in (40): 

(40) Jimmy 
H·+L H L% 

Dinner 
H·+L H L% 

This pattern is often almost chanted and maJces its first appearance in the 
literature as "calling" contour (Pike 1945). 

Ladd (1978) pOints out that it is not really correct to call such contours 
vocative. He proposes instead that the pattern has a core meaning of 
"stylization" or shared convention. The contour is suitable even if the 
convention is a private one between individuals. as in (41). used to convey 
that H has forgotten his lunch yet again: 
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(41) Jacob 
H"+l H l% 

Your lunch 
H-+l H l% 

Finally. Ladd points out that this pattern is inappropriate for calling out in a 
real emergency. as in (42): 

(42) #: Fire 
H"+l H l% 

Our general interpretation of H" + l appears to account for Ladd's exam
ples. (40) is most appropriate when Jimmy is expecting his dinner call, and 
(41) conveys that Jacob shouJd be able to infer the reason that lunch is 
being brought to his attention. In addition. we cover some cases that Ladd 
misses by confining himself to "chanting" utterances. For instance. when 
one of us was pulled over by the police, the policeman said: 

(43) Ma' am. yout car inspection is overdue 
H"+l H H% 

\'IJ have to give you a summons. 

In this case there is no past history of overdue car inspections. Rather, S is 
alluding to mutual beliefs established by the sticker on the windshield and 
the fact that H was pulled over. 

5.4.1 H + L" There is some difficulty in separating the meaning of H + l" 
from that of H" + l, because in many cases the phonolOgical analysis in 
unclear. Both the H" + l and the H + l" accents create downstepping 
patterns (see section 3); they differ in whether there is an fo fall onto or 
after the accented syUable. If the accented syUables are very close together. 
the phonetic effect is much the same. However, the difference between the 
two is conspicuous if the accents are weU separated or if the accent pre
cedes a H phrase accent. 

In the examples we have coUected. H + L" is used to convey that the 
instantiation of the open expression is already present among H's mutual 
beliefs. Consider (44), in which 5 questions H's travel plans: 

(44) It's inconceivable that we'll make that connection 
H· H+L" L L% 

H interpreted this utterance as conveying that H shouJd already know this 
fact. In another instance one of us had a discussion with her mother-in-law 
in which they disagreed about why the baby had awakened in the middle 
of the night. In this discussion ~ mother-in-law advanced a mutually 
known fact as the correct explanation: 
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(45) She's teething 

H· H+L· H L% 

Though H + L· cannot be used in Ladd's "calling" sense, it is sometimes 
used with conventionalized expressions, as in (46): 

(46) A: Janet. you've crashed Sweet again. 

B: Oh dam it 
H+L· H L% 

T.he use of H + L· with this and other expletives has a sort of "redundant" 
effect-during part of its liEe, Sweet crashed very often. 5 does not use this 
accent with expletives when the situation occasioning the expletive is 
completely new. So. exchanges like (47) seem odd: 

(47) A: I just heard we're not getting a pay raise this year. I don't 
understand-the company's doing so welll 

B: #Oh dam it 
H+L· H L% 

In felicitous uses of H + L· with expletives, we might say that 5 is confirm
ing a reaction previously recognized by H. 

55 The Compositionality of kctnl ~llings 
In the description just proposed the meanings of the starred tones are 
shared among the different accent types. When the starred tone is L (L·, 
L • + H. and H + L·>. S does not convey that the instantiation of the open 
expression by the accented item should be added to H's mutual beliefs. For 
one of a variety of reasons-it may already be there. S may not be certain 
of its appropriateness. S may not wish or be able to predicate the open 
expression of the accented item-S does not intend to contribute this 
instantiation to H's mutual beliefs. However. when the starred tone is H 
(H·, L + H·, H· + L). S does intend to instantiate the open expression in 
H's mutual belief space. In addition. we note that items differing onJy in the 
location of the star have closely related meanings. L· + H and L + H· both 
evoke a salient scale. H- + L and H + L· both convey that H should be in a 
position to infer support for the instantiated expression-whether because 
it is already represented among H', mutual beliefs about 5 or because there 
is an inference path based on the mutual beliefs that supports the instantia
tion. These observations suggest that the meaning of each particular pitch 
accent may be derivable frorn the meanings of its constituent tones, pl~ 
some generalization about the interpretation of the star. 

However. beyond the observations just made. we are not able to present 
such a decomposition as yet. The meanings of the two-tone accents all 
involve identifying a particuLar relationship between the (propositional 
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content of the) current utterance and H's muh1a.l belief space: for the single. 
tone accents. no similar relationship is discernible. We have as yet no 
explanation of why complex tones should convey this additional meaning, 
Nor can we explain the difference between the L + H interpretation (iden
tify a relevant scale) and the H + L interpretation (identify an inference 
path) in terms of composition from simple tones. This analysis we leave to 
further research, We also postpone the question of how phrases with mixed 
accent I:ypes are to be interpreted. Though we might propose a simple 
solution for mixed H" and L· accents-the former contributes to the 
predication. whereas the latter does not-combining, say. L + H" and 
H" + L in a single phrase will be more difficuJ.t to analyze. 

6 The Interpretation of Phrasal Tones 

Phrase accents have scope over entire intermediate phrases and may con
Sist of either a high (tI) or a low (1.) tone (see section 2.3). These tones 
appear to indicate the presence or absence of an interpretive as weD as a 
phonological boundary. A H phrase accent. for example. indicates that the 
current phrase is to be taken as forming part of a larger composite inter. 
pretive unit with the foUowing phrase. A L phrasal tone emphasizes the 
separation of the current phrase from a subsequent phrase. Most of the 
support for this analysis comes from cases in which an intonationaJ phrase 
is composed of severaJ. intermediate phrases-without intervening bound
ary tones. In the case of Simpler intonational phrases-with but a single 
intermediate phrase-it is more difficult to separate the meaning of the 
phrase accent from the meaning of the boundary tone. 

The use of a H phrase accent in lisMS' appears to convey that the 
resultirlg list is intended to be exhaustive. For example, compare the use of 
the H tone in (48)-(49) wi!:h (SO), in which a L phrase accent is used with 
the first item of the list: 

(48) Do you want apple juice or orange iuke 
H" H H- L L% 

(49) Do you want apple juice or orange juice 
L· H H- L L% 

(50) Do you want apple juice or orange juice 
H- L H- L L" 

We interpret this distinction in !:he following way. By using a H phrase 
accent in (48), S emphasizes that lI'{IPlt jWa and (1rtlJ'lp juiu form an entity, 
namely, the set of available juices: by umg a L tone in (SO). S emphasizes 
the separate status of each type of juice and thus does not evoke a larger 
interpretive entity. 
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Examples (48) and (49) appear to be virtually indistinguishable in mean
ing. We would suggest that the L· in (49) is marking a non predication 
because the predication is being deferred until the items in the list have 
been specified. From a functional point of view. then. the L· is reinforcing 
an interpretation that is independently conveyed by the phrase accent. 
Thus. H· and L· do not differ very much in their interpretation in exhaus
tive disjunctions. 

Note that in both (48) and (50) an intermediate phrase boundary sepa
rates the disjuncts; thus. the distinction noted seems clearly due to the type 
of phrase acqmt and not to the presence or absence of a phrase break. It 
may be that failure to produce an intermediate phrase boundary between 
conjuncts simply leaves their interpretation as an exhaustive or partial set 
open to H's mterpretation. However. the intuition that failure to produce a 
phrase boundary between the conjuncts might also lead to their interpre
tahon as a singJe unit raises the question of how an utterance like (51) 
might differ from (48): 

(51) Do you want apple juice or orange juice 
L- H" L L% 

To examine this question. we first note that (51) is somewhat unnatural, 
gi'ting rise to the sense that the first mention of juicl is somewhat unneces
sary. That is. it is a reduced disjunction. applt (Jr CJTanSt juict, that is actuaUy 
desired. Since the distindion between disjunctions produced with or with
out internal phrase boundaries is clearest when scope ambiguities are pos
sible. we might propose a more complex set of comparisons to tease apart 
the meaning of diSjunctions with H phrasal tones from the meaning of 
diSjunctions with no internal phrase boundaries. Compare (52) with (53) 
and (54): 

(52) Do you want an apple or banana cake 
L" H- L L% 

or banar.a cake (53) Do you want an apple 
H- H H" L L% 

(54) Do you want an apple 
H- L 

Without an intermediate phrase boundary. as in (52). the disjunction is 
most plausibly interpreted as a modifier disjunction. applt or 1:NmanR, modi
fying 00. However, with phrase boundaries. as in (53) and (54), it is most 
likely that both an applt and brmana cab are being offered. in (53) these 
items are all that is being offered. whereas in (54) other foods may be 
available as weU. So. we suggest that the presence or absence of a phrase 
boundary can inBuence the interpretation of the scope of disjunctions (and 
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conjunctions as well. as we discuss below). However. it is the type of 
phrase accent that conveys whether or not the resulting disjunction wit! be 
interpreted as exhaustive. 

Choice of phrase accent can also influence the interpretation of relation
ships between conjoined clauses. It has long been noted (Schmerling 1976) 
that and is asymmetric. In some cases it can convey temporal. causal, 
or enablement relationships between conjoined clauses. We propose that 
choice of phrase accent can influence whether or not such an interpretation 
is conveyed. A H phrase accent can favor such an additional meaning; a L 
phrase accent does not. In (55). for example. a H tone favors the interpreta
tion that George's ingestion of chicken soup caused his illness: 

(55) George ate chicken soup and got sick 
H· H· H· H H· H· L L % 

In (56) the causal link-though still inferable-is not intonationally 
reinforced: 

(56) George ate chicken soup and got sick 
H· H· H· L H· H· L L~ 

In the more plausibly ambiguous (57) the role of the H tone in suggesting a 
causal link is more easily seen: 

(57) I opened the door 
H· H· H 

and the rain poured down 
H· H· L L% 

In this example one seems clearly presented with a causal connection 
between S' s action and a natural phenomenon. however implausible that 
might otherwise be. H is led to extended interpretations of the second 
conjunct-for example. it might be taken to mean 'the rain poured down 
onme'. 

Similarly. the "implicit conditional" reading of conjunction is favored by 
H phrase accents. as in (58): 

(58) Eat another cookie and I'U kill you 
H· H H· L L% 

7 The Inttrprdsltion of BmuuiMy T orv:s 

Boundary tones may also be H or L but have scope over the entire 
intonational phrase. As such. they appear to playa considerable role in the 
conveyance and petception of discourse segmentation. It is a conunon 
simplification in studies of discourse coherence to model discourses as 
sequences of declarative utterances in which the coherence of each new 
utterance is assessed with respect to those that precede it. Our findings 
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tend to support this model but suggest an additional simplifying general
ization. As a first approximation, we propose that choice of boundary tone 
conveys whether the current intonational phrase is "forward-looking" or 
not-that is. whether it is to be interpreted with respect to some succeed
ing phrase or whether the direction of interpretation is unspecified. We 
propose that a H boundary tone indicates that 5 wishes H to interpret an 
utterance with particular attention to subsequent utterances. A L boundary 
tone does not convey such directionality. 

Note that this proposal differs from the notion that H boundary tones 
signal "other.-directed" utterances-those particularly designed to elicit a 
response. This claim derives particularly from the common occurrence of 
H% in yes-no questions. Though such questions may indeed be described 
as "other-directed" they are surely no more so than wh-questions, which 
typically are uttered with L %. And the "other-direded" generalization 
does not apply to other uses of H%. 

Consider, for example, utterances bearing continUQtian rise-with a L 
phrase accent and H boundary tone-which need not be "other-directed." 
In a sequence like (59), for example, the H boundary tone on (59b) conveys 
that (59b) is to be interpreted with respect to a succeeding phrase. (59c)
not that (59b) itself is particularly intended to elicit a response: 

(59) a. My new car manual is almost unreadable 
L L% 

b. It's quite annoying 
L H% 

c. I spent two hoUJ'5 figuring out how to use the jack 
L L% 

Now contrast (59) with (60). Use of the H boundary tone on (6Oa) tends to 
convey that (60a) is to be interpreted with respect to (60b): 

(60) a. My new car manual is almost unreadable 
L H% 

b. If s quite annoying 
L L% 

c. I spent two houn figuring out how to use the jack 
L L% 

A consequence of these cJiffi!rences is that, whereas the referent of it in (60) 
is likely to be interpreted as my MD car I'fuUlUQi. the referent in (59) is likely 
to be understood to be 'my spending two houn figuring out how to use 
the jack'. 

In these examples the "forward refeTt'llce" signaled by a H boundary 
tone can be interpreted as 'this utterance will be completed by a subsequent 
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utterance', Sequences of similar utterances can produce a similar effect, as in 
(61): 

(6t) a. George likes cake 
L H~ 

b. He adores pie 
L H~ 

c. He'll eat anything that's sweet and calorific 
L L% 

Both (Ota) and (6Ib) are to be interpreted with respect to a succeeding 
utterance, (Old: in this case the sense that the first two utterances "are 
completed by" a third may be interpreted in Grosz and Sidner's (1986) 
tenns as 'the intention underlying (6lc) dominates those underlying both 
(Ola) and (6Ib)'. or in the terms or Cohen (1981). Mann and Thompson 
1986, or Hobbs (1979) as '(Ola) a.nd (Otb) provide evidence for (6ld'. 

The H boundary tones used. in yes-no question contours also convey 
"forward reference." Typically, this refenence is cross-speaker. Any yes-no 
question-answer pair illwtrates this phenomenon. For example, (62.a)'5 H 
boundary tone might also be glossed as '(02.a) is to be completed by a 
subsequent phrase' -here. (62.b): 

(62) a. Does it snow a lot in New Jersey 
H H~ 

b. It does this year 
L L% 

If the intentions underlying yes-no questions are something like 'make the 
status of some queried proposition P mutually believed among S and 
H' -and if a simple or cooperative response has a similar underlying 
intention as in (02}-then in Grosz and Sidner's (1986) terms, the satisfac
tion of the intention underlying (62b) contributes to the satisfaction of the 
intention underlying (6la). Thus, (Ola) dominates (02b). 

Note that, although H boundary tOne5 conbibute to the interpretation 
or intentional structure by signaling the existence of hierarchical relation
ships, the direction of the dominance relationship is not specified. In (59) 
and (01) the phrase ending with 1ft. is to be dominated by a subsequent 
utterance. In (00) and (62), on the other hand. the 1ft. phrase is to dominate 
a subsequent utterance. H~ can abo signal that Grosz and Sidn«'s (1986) 
satisfaction-precedence relationships hold between siblings, as in (6J}. 

(6J) a. Attach the jumper cabies to the car that's nmning 
L Her. 

b, Attach them to the car you want to start 
L H% 
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c. Try the ignition 
1 H% 

d. If you're luclcy 
1 H"o 

e. you've started your car 
1 l% 

The intentions underlying (63a-d) are dominated by that underlying (63e), 

and, in addition, each of the intentions (63a-c) satisfaction-precedes the 
next. 

So, H% can be interpreted as sig:naJing a hierarchical relationship be
tween intentions underlying the current utterance and a subsequent one. 
although the fonner may either dominate or be dominated by the latter. In 
addition, H% may signal satisfaction-precedence relationships among in
tentions underlying sequences of utterances. 

5 uses a L boundary tone to convey that the current utterance may be 
interpreted without respect to subsequent utterances. Use of this tone 
throughout a discourse gives the impression that each intonational phrase 
has separate and equal status in the discourse. Use of 1 % in combination 
with other phrases ending with H% signals the hierarchical and saHsfaction
precedence relations described above: in (59) and (60) phrases ending in L% 
"complete" phrases ending in H%; in our investigations to date, it does not 
appear that phrases ending in H% can signal this function. 1 % phrases can 
also represent siblings to phrases ending in H%, as the final element in lists. 
In a variation of (61), (intentions underlying) phrases (64a-c) are siblings 
dominated by (64d): 

(64) a. George likes cake 
L H% 

b. He adores pie 
L H% 

c. He kills for chocolate mousse 
L L% 

d. He'll eat anything that's sweet and caloMc 
ll% 

Another consequence of our acrount of the meaning conveyed by choice 
of boundary tone is that phrases with H boundary tones do not feudtously 
end discourse segments. In fact. violations of this generalization. such as 
(65), clearly convey that there is more that couJd or should be said: 

(65) So, I guess there's just nothing more to say 
L H% 
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In contrast, the L boundary tone. which does not convey such direction
ality of interpretation. can felicitously be used to begin discourse segments. 

S D,scussion 

In this paper we have presented the beginning of a compositional theory of 
the mearung of intonational contours. We propose that 5 chooses an into
national contour to convey relationships between (the propositional con· 
tent of) the current utterance and previous and subsequent utterances
and between (the propositional content of) the current utterance and beliefs 
H believes to be mutually held. These relationships are conveyed compo
Sitionally via selection of pitch accent. phrase accent and boundary tone. 
Pitch accents convey infonnation about the status of discourse referents, 
modifiers. predicates. and relationships specified by accented lexical items. 
Phrase accents convey information about the relatedness of intermediate 
phrases-in particular, whether (the propositional content of) one inter
mediate phrase is to form part of a larger interpretive unit with another. 
Boundary tones convey information about the directionality of interpreta
hon for the current intonational phrase-whether it is "forward-looking" 
or not. So, not only do different features of an intonational phrase convey 
different aspects of its meaning, but the meaning conveyed by each feature 
has scope over a different phonological domain. Together. pitch ccents, 
phrase accents. and boundary tones convey how H should interpret the 
current utterance structurally-with respect to previous and subsequent 
utterances-and with respect to what H believes to be mutuaJJy believed 
in the discourse. 

Nojts 

I. Wt employ the distinction betwf!GI atteniional and inten/:ional structure proposed in 
Grosz and Si<br 19&6. 

2. T'hi5 conespondena betwft!!l phonological and M'IIlOIntico-pragxNtlc dot'Nlln oj inter
pretation is suggmed by work on J~ phonology (P~bert and 8edanan. 
1 988). 

j. Grosz and Sidnc!r propote a tripartite II'iew or discoune structure: a li"pisIIc ~. 
which is the tat/JPftdt itself; in Idtmiis:lrvti ~. which include information about 
the rdative saIiena or ob;ects. properties. matioN. and inm'Ihons at my point in the 
discourse; and in i1limiis:lrvti strudun. which relates ~ ~ fI'U11JOSI$ fDSP"
whose recognition is ~ to a segment' -' ~ ih inh!nded dKt-to one 
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to the OP. DSPs _ aIIo related to one anotfw:r in two ...,af$. Fint. OSPI is s.aid to 
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ever DSPl must be satisfied bef~ DSPZ. These relations thw Impose two partial 
orcienngs on DSP, in a discourst": a domtnanc:e hierarchy and a satl5facnon-prl!Cedence 
ordering. 

~, The question of how an accmt becomes assooated with certain matenal is not yet weU 
understood. For example. the general .uiloOdation of accent With componen" of NP, 
~ms faltly dear: For example. streUing DRESS In tM iT~1 lit tM ~tti DRESS may serve to 
focus the whole phrase. the PP. the smaller NP, or simply the N. DRESS-whereas 
stressing RED instead in the same phrase. 1M iT,l 111 the RED dress. can fOC\ll only the 
adiective. BtJt it IS not dear that the various fOCWl possibilities in the fint case are all 
realized identically-that the accented DRESS will in each case have the same promi
nence, for example, And similar constraints on the accenting of parts of a vP are evm 
less weU ~erstood 

5. We are not yet p~ to pro~ a pamcul.M representation for intonational meaning. 
and so this depiction should be W'ldentood as metaphorical only. In pariia.lJ.y. we do not 
Intend that these open expressions represent the prriupposition of lUI ultuance. as 
previously suggested by Jackendoft (1912) and WiJson and Sperber (1979). 

6. This corpus was recorded by Hirschberg and Pollack In t982 from a PhiladeJph.i.1 radio 
call-in program. fUrry Gross's "Speaking of Your Money" (PolIadc. Hirschberg, and 
Webber 19821. 
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